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The good news keeps rolling in with the latest 2014s and 2015s from Paso Robles and San Luis Obispo County.
This report focuses on the wines from these two regions (which include the primarily Pinot Noir and Chardonnay
regions of Edna Valley, Arroyo Grande, and Monterey), though also includes wines from Santa Barbara County and
a few other regions in California. For more California coverage, readers should check out the “Santa Barbara County:
The Classic 2014s and Variable 2015s” article published last week.
2015:
The 2015 vintage proved to be an interesting vintage marked by the fourth straight year of drought. Much like in Santa
Barbara County, the vintage started off early, though moved into a cool, windy spring that decimated fruit set and
caused most estates to see a drop of anywhere from 30-50+% in yields. This tough start was followed by an uneven,
dry, yet humid growing season that alternated between hot and cold spells. One of these spells brought a whopping
three inches of rain in July, which is unheard of for this region. To a degree this rejuvenated the vines from the intermittent hot and dry weather, nevertheless, in total the vintage still saw less moisture than average. Harvest started in
September and occurred under consistent, even weather allowing winemakers to wait and harvest at will.
Given that 2015 was a drought year – with tiny yields – you would expect the style of the wines to be big, rich and concentrated. However, like in Santa Barbara County, that’s not the case. On balance, the 2015s are reminiscent of a cooler
year as they show fresher, more elegant characters, with lighter colors, moderate tannins, and good concentration. After
four years of drought and an uneven growing season, the vineyards were stressed to the max which meant the defining
challenge of the vintage was to achieve even and consistent fruit ripeness. Those who waited to harvest and opted for
gentle extractions in the cellar made the best wines. Those that harvested early and pushed for color and extraction
produced firm, edgy wines that lack balance and show a distinct dry edge to their tannin.
In short, 2015 is a fresher, elegant vintage that could be thought of as a hypothetical blend of a cool year like 2011 and
a warmer, drought year like 2013. While not at the level of 2012, 2013 or 2014, it surpasses 2011 and 2009.
My favorite quote from the vintage comes from Saxum’s Justin Smith: “It was a crazy f#*king year!”
2014:
The 2014 vintage is a classic! The earliest vintage on record at the time (until 2015) and the third straight drought year,
this vintage was early, even, and hot – however, the nights remained cool. The key vintage challenge was the compressed
harvest time that had everything ripening at the same time. Due to the drought, yields were down, so as in 2015s, don’t
hold off on buying the top wines as there’s not much out there. Also note that Grenache is the star of the vintage, however, Syrah, Mourvèdre and Zinfandel all did well.
The resulting wines are concentrated and plush, with broad, sexy personalities that make them a joy to drink. And
while they have loads of material and richness they also have beautiful purity of fruit and ripe, polished tannins that
impart an elegant lightness on the palate. The clear majority will benefit from a year or three in bottle, and evolve nicely
given their balance. In short, 2014 is a great vintage for this region. It’s one that’s on par with 2013, and that surpasses
2015, 2012, 2011, 2010 and 2009. If you’re a fan of Paso Robles, don’t miss these 2014s!
Past Vintages:
A quick look at recent vintages would place the 2013 and 2012 at a very high level. Both vintages were early, dry and
can be viewed as classic vintages for the region. Climatically, 2011 would be just the opposite as the vintage was a consistently cold, damp, and all around a difficult year. 2010 was another cooler year, but one that also featured heat spikes

later in the year.
2013 Vintage
2013 was a hot, dry vintage that was both earlier – and hotter – than 2012. However, there were no heat spikes and
winemakers handled the heat better than in 2012, due in part to better canopy management in the vineyards. These are
beautiful, concentrated wines with notable purity and freshness. For the most part, these wines are still infants.
2012 Vintage
The 2012 vintage was also a hot, dry year that featured high yields, consistently hot temperatures and a few challenging
heat spikes later in the year that affected Grenache and Pinot Noir more than Syrah. For the most part, this was an
even, easy vintage for the region. The wines are open knit, ripe and heady with plenty of tannic grip hiding under their
fruit. Like 2013, this is a terrific, classic vintage for the region. While the wines are still young, they’re just now starting
to open back up and drink nicely.
2011 Vintage
The 2011 Vintage was as cold a vintage as they’ve seen, going back over two decades. There wasn’t a single day over 100
degrees for the entire year, yet the autumn was dry and cool which allowed growers to wait, and wait, and wait, to harvest ripe fruit. Several estates didn’t wrap up harvest until mid to late November. As I said on release, there’s been far
too much negative press on 2011 and Paso Robles is an undeniable star for California in the vintage. The wines don’t
have the sheer wealth of material found in 2012-2014, yet they have good ripeness, beautiful complexity, and elegant,
balanced profiles that will appeal to more European palates. I think these are beautiful wines that are drinking nicely
today.
2010 Vintage
The 2010 Vintage was another cool (until 2011, it was the coldest on record), challenging and stressful vintage. July
and August were both downright cold, and several growers shed canopy only to have that approach backfire horribly
when intense heat waves came through later in the year. However, the Rhône varieties weathered the hardship admirably and harvest occurred under moderate, even temperatures, with no rain events. I actually love these wines, and
they have a cool-climate-like character in their aromatics and purity, yet are concentrated and ripe. Like 2011, there’s a
hint of Europe to these wines as they show good tannin and acid balance. Now pushing 6-7 years of age, these are still
adolescents, yet most are drinking nicely today.
The Tasting Notes
These wines were tasted during my trip through the region in June, followed by numerous follow-up tastings at my
office in Colorado.

